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BCS: theory for conventional superconductivity (1957)

J. Bardeen, L. Cooper, R. Schrieffer

Nobel prize (1972) 

Cooper pairs form zero-spin (singlet) 

bosons transporting electric current 

without dissipation

Cooper problem: The Fermi liquid is unstable towards
any arbitrarily small attractive e-e interaction

BCS Theory
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How can phonons produce an attraction among electrons?

Lattice deformation

The lattice deformation caused by 

an electron attracts the second one.

BCS Theory



BCS Theory 5

BCS Hamiltonian:

All pairs have the same phase (coherence)

BCS gap equation:

Vkk’ pairing potential arises from a competition of the phonon attraction 

and Coulomb repulsion

Tc is the maximum temperature at which a nontrivial solution is possible
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It is a weak coupling theory (λ << 1)

Phonon-mediated attraction, phonon frequencies 10 - 100 meV

Screened Coulomb potential, plasma frequency, few eV

Interaction potential V=V(ph)+V(el) includes:

•Phonon-mediated attraction

•Direct electron-electron repulsion

To get superconductivity, David needs to defeat Goliath

BCS Theory

20/Tc = 3.52



8Migdal-Eliashberg Theory

Basic assumption: QD/EF ≪ 1

Equation to determine the renormalization function

Phonon density of states 

The Eliashberg theory of superconductivity is based on a 
dynamical electron-phonon interaction as opposed to a static 
interaction present in BCS theory.
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Basic assumption: QD/EF ≪ 1

Electron-phonon coupling constant

Migdal-Eliashberg Theory



10Eliashberg Theory

Basic assumption: QD/EF ≪ 1

Separation between phonon-exchange & Coulomb parts 

Eliashberg equations for a superconductor

Eliashberg theory is a theory of superconductivity 

that describes the role of phonons in providing

the attractive interaction between two electrons.



2Eliashberg Theory

Coulomb pseudopotential



11Eliashberg Theory

McMillan equation

BCS equation



12Amorphous Superconductors

In the field of superconductivity, Anderson's theorem states that

superconductivity in a conventional superconductor is robust with respect to (non-

magnetic) disorder in the host material.

One consequence of Anderson's theorem is that the critical temperature Tc of a

conventional superconductor barely depends on material purity, or more generally

on defects. This concept breaks down in the case of very strong disorder, e.g. close

to a superconductor-insulator transition. Also, it does not apply to unconventional

superconductors. In fact, strong suppression of Tc with increasing defect scattering,

thus non-validity of Anderson's theorem, is taken as a strong indication for

superconductivity being unconventional.

Wikipedia

Anderson’s theorem



13Amorphous Superconductors

Typically, in amorphous materials

Early work established that structural 

atomic disorder may promote an 

increase of λ upon going from the 

crystalline to the amorphous state.

Ga , Bi , Be ,  Pb 

… lack of theoretical frameworks able to disentangle and describe, in a reductionist

way, the effect of structural disorder on the strong-coupling superconductivity. This delay 

of theory is imputable to the difficulty of providing an effective description of structural

disorder on the vibrational spectrum of amorphous solids, where a long-standing issue is 

represented by the so-called boson peak or excess of soft vibrational modes which 

shows up in the vibrational density of states upon normalizing it by the Debye law ω2

and for which a deeper understanding has emerged only recently as follows.



14Amorphous Superconductors

Phonon Green’s function

or

Phonon spectral function



15Eliashberg Theory
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Atoms executing longitudinal vibrations parallel to x.
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Introduction of the Eliashberg function 

Amorphous Superconductors



17Amorphous Superconductors

three separate regimes and corresponding excitations
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we present theoretical predictions from the above model which show the linear in frequency 

behavior of the Eliashberg function α2F(ω) in the low-ω limit



19Amorphous Superconductors

The Lead Puzzle
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The Aluminum Puzzle



21Nanostructured Superconductors



22Nanostructured Superconductors

We have studied the PDOS of different Sn 

nanostructures by nuclear resonant inelastic X-

ray scattering and compared them to the PDOS

of a bulk Sn foil. We found a decrease of high-

energy phonon modes, a small enhancement of 

low-energy phonon modes and a general 

broadening of the PDOS features/
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THE END


